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ABSTRACT
Transgenic plants are one of the promising expression systems for the production of heterologous proteins, especially therapeutic proteins and
peptides. The other expression systems are bacteria, mammalian cell culture, transgenic animals, yeast and fungi. Transgenic plants as bioreactors
for the production of useful proteins based pharmaceuticals is not very popular, primarily because of low expression of transgene in plants. With
recent development of some gene design strategies using different softwares for best codon usage, study of codon pairs, extreme GC content,
eliminating repetitive sequences, avoiding unfavourable mRNA secondary structures and study of restriction sites, it is possible to design a best
gene sequence expressing highly in the transgenic plants. The aim of the present study is to understand the factors affecting heterologous protein
expression in transgenic plants and to develop a basic gene design process using different computer programs and softwares available in literature
leading to high level expression of therapeutic proteins and peptides in plants.

INTRODUCTION
Expression of recombinant therapeutic proteins and peptides outside its
natural host is often a challenge for the plant biotechnologist. The
techniques often are simple for the soluble proteins but major obstacles
are encountered in the expression of heterologous proteins1.
Heterologous proteins are the therapeutic proteins and peptides,
biochemical marker proteins to study metabolic pathway, protein for
disease diagnosis and various industrial proteins which are expressed
artificially outside its natural host system2. It is often difficult to express
the heterologous protein outside its host because of low codons usage
and post translational modifications of the proteins3. Therefore studies
have been started to redesign the gene of the target protein for
maximising the high expression of heterologous proteins in transgenic
plants. A gene design process can be defined as different strategies used
for optimum and sometimes enhanced expression of therapeutic
proteins and peptides outside its natural host system. Different
softwares are available to study best codon usage, extreme GC content,
repetitive sequences, restriction sites, unfavourable mRNA structures by
which one can modify the desired protein sequence for biologically
active, stable and optimum expression in transgenic plant. Transgenic
plants are the plants that are produced in the lab using rDNA technology
in order to create plants with special characteristics by artificial insertion
of genes from other species, and sometimes entirely from different
kingdom[4,5]. The plants that are successfully used for making
transgenics are rice, corn, tobacco, soyabean and tomato, etc.[6,7]. The
special attributes that can be developed inside the transgenic plants are
tolerance towards various abiotic and biotic stresses, plants with
increased yields8 and transgenic plants as bioreactor for production of
therapeutic peptides and proteins9 . There are specific advantage of
using transgenic plants for production of therapeutic peptides and
proteins particularly high yield of protein in natural active conformation,
Low production cost, lower capital investment and easy scale up and safe
to produce[10]. Once the gene will be designed , there are different
methods available for the expression of the heterologous proteins in
transgenic plants, for example, nuclear or plastid transformation,
transient or stable expression, callus, whole plant or plant cell
suspension culture as expression system[11]. Out of these nuclear
transformation via Agrobacterium is one of the important tool which is a
simple, precise transfer and integration of gene of interest leading to
stable transformation with single copy insertion[12,13,14]. Apart from
Agrobacterium, gene gun or biolistic method and is also used to transfer
the gene into the nucleus and leads to stable transformants[15,16].
METHODS
By using Codon bias table
Codon bias table are used to alter the rare codon in the target gene
so that they reflect the codon usage of the host more closely[17,18].
There are different websites which deals with codon bias analysis

and one of them is http://gcua.schoedl.de[21]. This particularly
describes the graphical codon usage analyser (GCUA). The GCUA
displays the codon quality either in codon usage frequency values or
relative adaptiveness value. Here there is comparison of two usage
tables. The fraction of usage of each codon in the submitted usage
tables will be compared graphically. Also there are options for each
triplet position v/s usage table and each codon v/s usage table.
Another very useful website for codon bias table is
http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/[22] which deals with codon usage
database. It contains 35,799 oragnisms and 3,027,973 complete
protein coding genes.
Choice of expression vector
Expression of recombinant therapeutic peptide and protein outside
its natural host is often a difficult challenge especially for
heterologous protein which is expressed outside its natural host. For
expression of heterologous proteins, a good expression vector is
required as a carrier to integrate the foreign DNA into the plant
genome[19]. These plasmid vectors are often designed in such a way
that it has compatible genetic background. The genetic element of
the expression plasmid include ORI, an antibiotic resistance marker,
transcriptional promoter, translation initiation regions (TIRs) as
well as transcriptional and translational terminators. Some of the
useful vectors which are available for use and shown to be
promising results are pGreen[29], pBECKS2000, pCAMBIA, pBIN19,
pC22, pGA482, pGPVT, pJJ, pMON, etc.
By using softwares available in different websites
Apart from codon bias table and plant expression vectors, designing
of the gene can also be done by various softwares which are
available worldwide and study the extreme GC content, eliminating
repetitive sequences, avoiding unfavourable mRNA secondary
structures study of restriction sites, primer designing etc. By
studying all these parameters, it is possible to design a best gene
sequence expressing highly in the transgenic plants.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gorf/gorf.html[23] is the website
which is very useful for ORF finder. This is a graphical analysis tool
which finds all open reading frames of a selectable minimum size in
a users sequence or in a sequence already in the database. This tool
identifies all ORF using the standard or alternative genetic codes.
The deduced amino acid can be saved in various formats and
searched against the sequence database using www.blast server[24].
It is helpful in preparing complete and accurate sequence
submission. http://www.bioinformatics.org/seqext is giving a
sequence extractor software which generates restriction map, PCR
primer map of a DNA sequence, Protein translations and introns
exon boundaries[25]. http://cellbiol.com/tools.html are important
websites to find a sequence, protein structure, and featured
prediction, search homologies, alignments, working with expressed
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sequence tags, genomes and mapping[26]. It also helps to pick and
analyse PCR oligos and other tools like restriction enzymes and
mapping, ORFs and protein translation. www.ebi.ac.uk deals with
many tools for analysis and comparison of nucleotide and protein
sequences, data from functional genomics experiments, tools for
determination and visualisation of macromolecular structures[27].
www.fermentas.com gives various tools like ResearchTM, Restric
enzyme, to perform double digestion and DNA sequence analysis,
plasmid map creation and biochemical calculations[28]. www.lablife
and www.pgreen.ac.uk[29] are very helpful for vector database.
http://web.expasy.org/translate is a tool which allows the
translation of a nucleotide (DNA/RNA) sequence to a protein
sequence[30]. www.neb.com deals with various molecular biology
tools for example restriction enzyme finder, NEB cutter, double
digest finder, Tm calculator, DNA sequence and maps, PCR selection
temperature, cleavage close to the end of the DNA fragments and
many more[31]. There are other websites also which deals with
similar kind of exercises[32-34]. By looking over all these and
analysing our gene sequence by using all these softwares best gene
sequence can be constructed which will show high expression of
heterologous protein in transgenic plant.
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Expression of heterologous proteins, especially therapeutic peptides
and proteins in transgenic plants are promising area. To overcome
various difficulties during expression and also for the high level
expression of the heterologous proteins, various gene design
strategies can be used. Factors like codon optimisation and choice of
expression vectors are very important tools apart from others like
method of transformation, integration & stability of transgene,
transcription and roles of introns and post translational
modification of the protein.
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